Israel’s democracy is under attack and hundreds of thousands of Israelis and Jews around the world are fighting to save it. The new government is attempting to destroy the Israeli judiciary as a protector of the rule of law. Implementation of the planned judicial “reform” would undermine the judiciary's independence, render the separation of powers in Israel an empty shell and pave the way for discriminatory, corrupt and messianic policy.
THE ATTACK
- Eliminate judicial independence and separation of powers
- Rig judicial appointments
- Override any judicial decision with a simple parliamentary majority

WHAT THEY WANT TO DO WITH THESE POWERS
- Unrestrained, violent expansion and permanent annexation of the West Bank
- Anti-minority Jewish supremacist laws
- Orthodox domination; discrimination against women, LGBTQ, reform, conservative, etc.
- Amass structural, unchallenged power

IMPACTS NOW AND IN THE FUTURE
- VC investments frozen leading to economic decline
- Loss of US and world support undermine security
- Broken bond with world Jewry
- Internal division

WHAT WE’RE DOING TO FIGHT BACK
- Demonstrations all over Israel and the world
- Creative, effective resistance by military, business and academic organizations
- Global action to generate pressure from allies and Jewish communities

IT’S WORKING
- Legislation paused
- Defense Minister retained
- Opposition member named to Committee for Judicial Nominations
- Pro-democracy candidate wins Chair of Israeli Bar

“You (UnXeptable) are doing amazing work”

“Diaspora Jews have [...] responsibility to speak out against a government that is undermining our society’s cohesion and its democratic ethos”
Yossi Klein Halevi, author and journalist, Senior Fellow, Shalom Hartman Institute

IT’S A LONG BATTLE - WE NEED YOUR HELP
- Join demonstrations
- Contact representatives
- Donate

https://www.unxeptable.org